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How do you say â€œhelloâ€• in German? Explore the pages of this German/English picture

dictionary to learn new words and phrases. Colorful photographs and simple labels make learning

German fun.
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This book is nice because it has real-life pictures labeled with the German and English words. There

are also the pronunciations underneath the word which other books don't always have. I would

recommend it for older toddlers because there are about ten or more words per page and younger

toddlers probably won't sit there long enough for you to be able to go through them all.

I bought this book to teach my three year old some Foreign vocabulary words. The book has lots of

colorful photos, all clearly labeled with English words and a phonetic pronunciation. The phonetic

pronunciations are all pretty accurate, but there are some that are slightly off, but not enough to

worry that you (or your child) is mispronouncing the word and saying something a native speaker

would find embarrassing. If you have never studied the language of the book you are buying, be



sure you are familiar with phonetic pronunciations like those you would find in a dictionary, or you

might be frustrated trying to figure out exactly how to say the word.I bought the Russian, German,

and Italian versions of this book, which is nice, because they all contain the same basic pictures and

vocabulary. All are some of my three year old's favorite books.

Great quality pictures. Love the diversity in the multi-culti family- but the phonetics were often

incorrect. Went through book with my German husband and when I'd pronounce something wrong

I'd show him the phonetic spelling and he'd say, "yeah, about 25% of those are wrong." If you don't

know the correct way to say the words, or have a German handy, I wouldn't recommend this just for

teaching your child how to speak German.

Great book for a child learning German to expand her vocabulary. Like another reviewer said, the

phonetic pronunciations are there. Unfortunately, that does not help my 9 year old. It would be nice

if this company had a website that worked in conjunction where the kids could press on each picture

and hear the sound. But the book services it's function very well and my daughter loves it.

Got this as a gift for a new father who speaks some German as a second language hoping they'll

use it to teach the children.

We love the book - but some of the phonetics are off. We know some remedial German and it's not

all correct with how you are to pronounce certain words. We will be looking for a different book.

My daughter is half American and half German. This book helps both of us learn. I highly

recommend it. Wish it came with audio so I can hear the pronunciation but it's still wonderful.

Cute book! There are a few words that each region may name differently but overall, a great

resource!
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